


Bug Fixes

The following issues have been addressed in this release:

◦ Kit Components Indicate 0.00 Revenue on Sales by Department Report.
This should now be fixed in this release.

◦ Focus on Add/Edit Inventory Window is shifting to the left one column 
after performing a search.  This version will no longer experience this 
problem.

◦ Full page invoices and quotes over $1000 only prints $1 in Subtotal. 
The figures will now populate correctly on the full page invoices and 
quotes generated.

◦ Export Product Master causes MicroBiz to lose the Upper path 
( Business link ).  This issue is no longer an issue in this release.

◦ Export Product Master, exports with an incorrect QTY value, usually 0. 
Now the system will export this with the current values in the QTY field.

◦ Reprint Old Invoice prints with the current time.  With this release, all 
reprints using Reprint Old Invoice will print with the time recorded on 
the original sale.

◦ F6-Edit button is showing with a form of QTY SOLD rather then Line 
Number to Edit.  The system has been updated to show the proper line
edit form.

◦ Message of Unknown Member “TXTAUTOCOMPANY” is displayed with 
loading a customer to the front register when a specific transaction 
option is enabled.  This message will no longer display.

◦ Gift Cards have been updated to call to the proper online URL, fixing 
the location not found or invalid account error when trying to process 
a Gift Card in v16.1.0

Improvements and Enhancements

Improvements to version 16.1.1 of MicroBiz are as follows:

◦ Signature Capture with OpenEdge.  When v16.1.0 was introduced we 
did not include the function of Signature Capture.  This has been 
updated in this release and will allow users with the Ingenico iSC250 to 
use this device to capture signatures for all tenders except for Debit 
when require signature is enabled in the tenders tab.  Alternatively, 
users with an Ingenico iPP320 can use one of four Topaz devices to 
capture a signature instead of using an iSC250 device.


